What is Makaton?
Communicating is the most significant skill we require in life. It’s essential in almost all we do.
Makaton is a fun, language based programme which we at Haven incorporate into our daily routine.
Its multi modal approach consists of signs and symbols to bridge communication skills for our children as
well as eye contact, facial expression, body language and gestures to portray as much information and
expression as needed.
We use this inclusively with all our children throughout the centre to support the spoken word. This helps
to give the children a voice, opportunities to be heard and listened too, sculpting and shaping their
communication skills and their understanding on their journey of life.
Makaton is essential:
• To develop language and communication skills
• To facilitate social interactions
• To aid understanding
• To support in building relationships

“Makaton is used within our setting with ALL
of our children. It is an imperative tool to give
our children a voice, a chance to be heard
and listened too. Together we strive to be
inclusive. For staff, children and families
Makaton is our journey for learning and
sharing together.”
H. Moore (Hive staff)
Good!

What do staff think of Makaton?

“Makaton this year has benefited me more than any other year. Maybe it is because I am more confident
but overall, it has inspired me and given me inspiration. It has opened a gateway between me and a
special little boy within my family group, who now depends on Makaton to communicate. Children within
my group sign independently and teach others too!- this makes me so very proud! Team Makaton!”

H. Martin (Hive staff)

What do parents think of Makaton?

“Before starting at Haven in September, Heath had a significant speech delay which quite often
affected his behaviour. Heath could not express his emotions, wants or needs easily.
Since starting at Haven Heath has been introduced to Makaton.
Heath is picking Makaton up a lot quicker than communicating verbally and this has made
tremendous difference to our lives.
Heath can express more emotion and gets less frustrated in social situations. Haven have been
very supportive in helping us to adapt to communicating through Makaton.
I have since attended a Makaton course held at Haven which has helped a lot at home.
Heath’s attention on certain activities is a lot longer since using Makaton due to the fact that we
can reason and tell Heath that quite simply he is a good boy.
Haven continuously keeps us updated on Heath’s progress which enables us to support this at
home.
Overall Makaton is fantastic and Haven have implemented Makaton and visual learning in a
fantastic way with Heath.
Heath always has a big smile when he is going to Haven.”
Joanna Heath (Heath’s Mum)

Matilda signing ‘carrot’

“Declan started pre-school with hardly any communication. Since starting pre-school, Declan has
improved with his communication with other people. Declan has started using Makaton and has
started to sign at home. Declan has improved in so many ways! I would like to thank the pre-school so
much for helping and encouraging Declan to use Makaton as it is easier to communicate at home.”
Mrs Butler (Declan’s mum)

“Makaton for me is a link into the world of a child
who may not be able to verbally communicate and
to be able to share that with every child in the
nursery. It is amazing knowing that in some way or
another they can communicate with not only
adults but other children around them. What
better gift is there for a child than global
communication skills? “

Jude signing
‘Biscuit’

E. Ridout (Hive staff)

It was evident that Jack gained confidence in his own Makaton skills and learnt new signs which supported the
development of his speech. The staff at Haven used Makaton signing in all of his play and exploration
sessions. The consistency and quality of the support showed when he was at home. Jack also attended
additional speech therapy and Makaton signing groups with other children building a foundation for the start
of his mainstream schooling. We are very proud of Jack’s continued successes with Makaton and his language
development and this paid off with Jack becoming a happy and confident communicator.
S. Treloar (Jack’s mum)

Warner Miles signing ‘Man’

The Haven have been a wonderful support in providing
Makaton for my son.
Without this Warner-Miles would be restricted to whom
he spoke to.
The joy on Warner-Miles’s face when anyone at the
Haven signs to him or understands his signing is priceless.
Warner Miles is so desperate to share his stories with
people and knowing that staff at the Haven are teaching
both the adults and children Makaton is amazing.
Without this wonderful nurturing Warner-Miles would be
locked in his own little world.
Emma (Warner-Miles’s mum)

To find out more about Makaton please visit www.makaton.org or speak to your child’s key person.

